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Helping Gemserv level
up their collaboration
while getting more from
existing software licences
With collaboration at the very heart of its operation, Gemserv needed
help transitioning to Microsoft Teams. Rackspace provided expert
training, as well as looking at the company’s software licences to
squeeze more value out of existing assets.

Our customer

The obstacles they faced

Gemserv is a UK-based professional
services provider for the energy markets.
Gemserv optimises the sector’s data
strategy by providing insight and expertise
in collaboration with business, regulators
and government.

Gemserv needed a partner who could
support the migration from Skype for
Business to Microsoft Teams, and help
train employees so the changeover would
run smoothly.

How we helped

What we achieved together

As part of a working relationship, Rackspace’s
Application Services (RAS) for Productivity
team realised that Gemserv could reduce its
number of software licences by transitioning
to Microsoft Teams, making the company
more streamlined and collaborative.

In an ongoing transition, Rackspace is
working with Gemserv to migrate to
Microsoft Teams. Thanks to training by
Rackspace Office 365 experts, the advanced
functionality of Teams will improve
Gemserv’s collaboration abilities, and make
the company’s work processes more efficient
going forward.

Gemserv wants to make the energy markets
work better. The key to achieving this is
digitisation, and ensuring the data revolution
benefits everyone. A well-functioning energy
market has tangible benefits: Gemserv has
contributed to a national scheme that’s
installed almost a million domestic solar
panels in the UK, and to business continuity
work that’s protected lives and assets in
Qatar. Gemserv’s experts are leaders in their
fields and their insights have real impact on
projects, and ultimately, people’s lives.
But in order for any of this to happen,
this expertise needs to be communicated
effectively. Gemserv already employs
around 200 people, but the collaboration
extends far beyond the company itself and if this doesn’t run smoothly, Gemserv
doesn’t run at all.

Collaboration at a
grand scale
Collaboration is a big part of the daily
workflow. “We’re a consultancy. A lot of
our business revolves around entertaining
clients and customers, and coordinating
remote meetings,” says Wayne Samaroo, IT
Manager at Gemserv. “Some of what we do
here is energy and utilities industry code
administration on behalf of Ofgem. This
means panel meetings with lots of people:
energy suppliers, shippers, transporters,
and so on. It’s a lot of back and forth as new
legislation is being developed, so a single
document could represent a year’s work.”
Rackspace has already been working with
Gemserv for over five years, providing
fanatical support as the company
implemented a cloud-first strategy.
This started with a successful migration
to Microsoft Azure, with Rackspace’s

Professional Services and hands-on
assistance with Aviator and Navigator.
Gemserv had been using Skype for Business
for telephony and instant messaging, but
Microsoft Teams is the superior service Microsoft indicated as much when it declared
it will stop supporting Skype for Business in
the near future. “Gemserv likes to be ahead
of the game. They’re one of the first big UK
companies we’ve worked with to adopt Teams
for all their communications,” says David May,
Enterprise Solutions Consultant at Rackspace.

Bringing in the
training experts
Microsoft Teams is an ideal tool for an
organisation like Gemserv: this unified
communications platform combines instant
messaging between colleagues, video
conferencing, voice, application integration,
and secure communal file storage including
document collaboration. For a company
with so many moving parts, unified
communication is key.
But transitioning a 200-people-strong
workforce from one way of working to
another can be a bumpy road, even if the
new product promises to be better. “We’re a
a five person IT department, and we’re not
skilled at delivering training,” says Samaroo.
“This is why we asked Rackspace to help with
application support and training as we moved
from Skype for Business to Microsoft Teams.
Running a training program like Rackspace
did on site for us would have required a
tremendous amount of effort from our part,
and it would have taken too much away from
our day to day responsibilities.”
In order to facilitate the transition to
Microsoft Teams at the required speed and
efficiency , Rackspace brought in a product
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“we asked Rackspace to help with application
support and training as we moved from Skype for
Business to Microsoft Teams. Running a training
program like Rackspace did on site for us would
have required a tremendous amount of effort from
our part, and it would have taken too much away
from our day to day responsibilities”
Wayne Samaroo, IT Manager, Gemserv

specialist who could really bring the benefits
to life. Jason Himmelstein, a Microsoft
MVP and Director of Technical Strategy &
Strategic Alliances for Rackspace, travelled
over from the US to do the training himself
with Gemserv employees including CEO
Alex Goody and CFO Daniel Carter-Clout.
“Jason was extremely knowledgeable and
personable. It was a tremendous effort on
Rackspace’s part,” says Samaroo. “Everyone
left feeling upbeat, and we were able to quell
some of the anxiety around moving to a
whole new application that does a lot more
than Skype for Business. It’s very exciting,
because it could mean so much for us.”

A sharper look at
software licencing
Before engaging Rackspace, Gemserv used
to consume their software licences through
a typical layered services provider, where
users pick from a catalogue and that’s about
it. “What Rackspace does very differently to
other providers is that we don’t just resell
licenses – we’ll work with the business
to understand if it’s the right license. We
will look at their users, what they do, what
type of security they need around their
licenses, and what employees need to access
to do their job,” says May. “Then we will
help the customer work out exactly which
licenses they need.”

This is also how the conversation with
Gemserv started: with a recommendation
that the company’s need for unified
communications would be better served
with a more evolved product. Then, because
the company already had Office 365 E3/E5
subscriptions, the solution was immediately
clear: Gemserv already had access to
Microsoft Teams as part of that (already
paid-for) package, meaning the business
could take better advantage of the product it
already had, and save costs in the process.
“This drives efficiency”, says May - users
don’t need to email documents to each other
but can access them from a central hub,
saving everyone time. “But the point is that at
Rackspace, we don’t just resell licenses - we
actually work with the customer to help them

get a better return on investment for the
products they already have.”

“We now have the ability
to invite external parties
into a team, meaning
customers can collaborate
with us in this efficient,
yet secure way,”
Wayne Samaroo, IT Manager, Gemserv
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Optimising for the future

About Rackspace

Gemserv has started diving deeper into the
functionality of Microsoft Teams. “We now
have the ability to invite external parties into
a team, meaning customers can collaborate
with us in this efficient, yet secure way,”
says Samaroo. As the transition completes,
Samaroo expects the benefits to permeate
further into the company in terms of
improved workflows: “We expect this to have
a material impact on employee engagement,
and ultimately that’ll increase customer
satisfaction.”

At Rackspace, we accelerate the value of
the cloud during every phase of digital
transformation. By managing apps, data,
security and multiple clouds, we are the
best choice to help customers get to the
cloud, innovate with new technologies
and maximise their IT investments. As a
recognised Gartner Magic Quadrant leader,
we are uniquely positioned to close the gap
between the complex reality of today and
the promise of tomorrow. Passionate about
customer success, we provide unbiased
expertise, based on proven results, across all
the leading technologies. And across every
interaction worldwide, we deliver Fanatical
Experience™ — the best customer service
experience in the industry. Rackspace has
been honoured within the top 100 Great
Places to Work for more than a decade.

When Gemserv became the first UK company
to buy Rackspace Application Services
(RAS) for Office 365, they were looking for
expert help to make best use of the product
the company already has. Gemserv is now
looking at what else can be optimised the training is set to carry on for the next
six years, and it may not all be for Teams.
AI is a big investment area for Gemserv,
and the company is also interested in
optimising SharePoint - they can utilise
Rackspace Application Services in whichever
way they see fit.

Learn more at www.rackspace.com
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“We expect this to have
a material impact on
employee engagement,
and ultimately that’ll
increase customer
satisfaction.”
Wayne Samaroo,
IT Manager, Gemserv
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